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Seventy-nine Short Essays on Design brings together the best of designer
Michael Bierut's critical writing—serious or humorous, flattering or biting, but
always on the mark. Bierut is widely considered the finest observer on design
writing today. Covering topics as diverse as Twyla Tharp and ITC Garamond,
Bierut's intelligent and accessible texts pull design culture into crisp focus. He
touches on classics, like Massimo Vignelli and the cover of The Catcher in the
Rye, as well as newcomers, like McSweeney's Quarterly Concern and colorcoded terrorism alert levels. Along the way Nabakov's Pale Fire; Eero Saarinen;
the paper clip; Celebration, Florida; the planet Saturn; the ClearRx pill bottle; and
paper architecture all fall under his pen. His experience as a design practitioner
informs his writing and gives it truth. In Seventy-nine Short Essays on Design,
designers and nondesigners alike can share and revel in his insights.
The texts presented in Proportion Harmonies and Identities (PHI) INTELLIGENCE, CREATIVITY AND FANTASY were compiled with the intent to
establish a multidisciplinary platform for the presentation, interaction and
dissemination of research. The aim is also to foster the awareness and
discussion on the topics of Harmony and Proportion with a focus on different
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visions relevant to Architecture, Arts and Humanities, Design, Engineering, Social
and Natural Sciences, and their importance and benefits for the sense of both
individual and community identity. The idea of modernity has been a significant
motor for development since the Western Early Modern Age. Its theoretical and
practical foundations have become the working tools of scientists, philosophers,
and artists, who seek strategies and policies to accelerate the development
process in different contexts.
Il titolo del libro è tratto da una citazione di Freud che descrive il lavoro di
psicoanalista come “un mestiere impossibile”, in quanto vi è “la certezza di un
risultato insufficiente”. Il libro è diviso in due parti. Nella prima: «Le strade dritte
non sono sempre le più facili» ci sono quattordici racconti che esplorano alcune
tematiche psicologiche e sociali come: la nascita di un bambino disabile, il
disturbo pragmatico della comunicazione sociale, le implicazioni del DSA
sull'identità, l'autolesionismo e il sexting in adolescenza, la violenza assistita e
l'alienazione genitoriale, il dramma dei cosiddetti “orfani bianchi”, la nostalgia del
bambino migrante, gli stereotipi e i pregiudizi razziali. Nella seconda parte del
libro viene presentato l'uso creativo di alcuni strumenti nel lavoro clinico del
bambino e dell'adolescente: l'uso dell'indistinto (Bruno Munari) e del binomio
fantastico (Gianni Rodari).
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This volume presents a multifaceted analysis of joint collaboration in German and
Turkish institutes in the field of interior architecture. It explores the importance of
increasing and diversifying such joint endeavours, and of ensuring the long-term
collaboration of the governments in both countries by giving support to high
quality, young scientists. It also stresses the pivotal role to be played by binary
collaboration between science and education. As such, the book will serve to
build and strengthen the cooperative facilities between Germany and Turkey on
behalf of research education and innovative studies. In addition, it discusses how
future studies in this area can attract potential students through integrated
studies, hosted by both Germany and Turkey.
ARTISTA E DESIGNER. BRUNO MUNARI.Artista e designerDesign as
ArtPenguin UK
Kreativität - einst Kernforderung der (künstlerischen) Gesellschaftskritik - scheint
heute nicht mehr als ein omnipräsenter gesellschaftlicher Imperativ zu sein. Ihr
emanzipatorisches Potenzial wurde verspielt zugunsten einer strategischen
Verwertung durch Politik und Wirtschaft, so der allgemeine Vorwurf. Vor diesem
Hintergrund thematisiert der Band das facettenreiche Verhältnis von Kreativität
und Kritik. Dazu versammelt er Beiträge aus unterschiedlichen
Forschungsdisziplinen, künstlerischer sowie aktivistischer Praxis entlang der
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zentralen Fragen: Wie lässt sich das Konzept der Kreativität kritisieren und (wie)
kann sein ursprünglich kritisches Potenzial reaktualisiert werden?
How do we see the world around us? The Penguin on Design series includes the
works of creative thinkers whose writings on art, design and the media have
changed our vision forever. Bruno Munari was among the most inspirational
designers of all time, described by Picasso as ‘the new Leonardo’. Munari
insisted that design be beautiful, functional and accessible, and this enlightening
and highly entertaining book sets out his ideas about visual, graphic and
industrial design and the role it plays in the objects we use everyday. Lamps,
road signs, typography, posters, children’s books, advertising, cars and chairs –
these are just some of the subjects to which he turns his illuminating gaze.
Bruno Munari (1907-98) was an artist & graphic designer who transformed
childlike impulses into effective design. 490 illustrations
Il libro racconta attraverso schizzi, immagini, fotografie più di tren'anni di lavoro
svolto dallo studio nel campo del Furniture design. La raccolta è divisa in capitoli
che raggruppano dieci anni lavorativi introdotti da un breve testo in italiano e in
inglese che descrive il periodo progettuale preso in esame e analizza le nuove
tecnologie e i cambiamenti del momento. Per ogni anno è stato scelto un
progetto, ritenuto il più rappresentativo; alcuni lavori sono accompagnati da un
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breve massima o frase per individuare l'essenza del progetto.
L’obiettivo del numero 8 di Sciami|ricerche è di contribuire a fare luce su un
universo di esperienze ancora in gran parte da censire, in cui pittori, grafici,
scultori o videoartisti hanno lavorato all’interno della struttura produttiva
televisiva. Si tratta di una rete di collaborazioni estremamente diramata, in cui
non è da sottovalutare il ruolo ricoperto dalla Rai prima e dalle tv commerciali più
tardi, come importante sbocco lavorativo per una serie di profili professionali
collegati alle belle arti e al teatro. SOMMARIO N°8 Francesca Gallo, Paola
Lagonigro, Martina Rossi, Editoriale Francesca Gallo, Integrazione VS
decostruzione nelle collaborazioni degli artisti visivi con la tv e qualche nota su
Foligno ’67 di Alfredo Di Laura Silvia Bordini, La tv come casa dell’arte.
Sperimentazioni e utopie Chiara Mari, I “Concetti spaziali per televisione” di
Lucio Fontana: dalle proposte del Manifiesto Blanco ai primi ambienti Guido
Bartorelli, Didattica d’artista in tv: Costruire è facile di Bruno Munari Martina
Rossi, Dalla formazione in scenografia alla Rai. Giosetta Fioroni costumista e
Pino Pascali scenografo per la nascente televisione italiana Anna Barenghi, «Noi
non riprendiamo la realtà: la inventiamo»: Eugenio Carmi Marco Maria Gazzano,
L’invenzione della tv in Italia nell’ esperienza di Mario Sasso Paola Lagonigro,
Obladì Obladà e Immagina: sperimentazioni tra video e computer art in tv
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Pasquale Fameli, Se la tv è un white cube. Trasmissioni dell’arte nella
televisione italiana degli anni Novanta Damiano Garofalo, Note sul rapporto tra
artisti e televisione italiana delle origini Silvia Moretti, Gianni Toti. Occorrenze
minimali per la Videopoesia Pietro Galifi, Grafica per una trasmissione tv di fine
millennio: Altair4 Multimedia e Mediamente Massimo Palma, La colpa in gioco.
Elementi del Trauerspiel (a partire da Benjamin) Alessio Bergamo, Rincorrere per
non acchiappare. Un viaggio nell’esistenza di Wile E. Coyote e Road Runner,
performers Piersandra Di Matteo, Il piede e la sincope. Note su Edipo sveglia il
tempo di Chiara Guidi
In 1979 the fanciful Italian artist and designer Bruno Munari donated part of his personal
archive to the Center for the Study of Archives and Communication in Parma--a sort of
encyclopedic collection of solutions for possible answers. From early drawings for his abstract
paintings of the 1930s, to the Negative-Positive works, to graphic sketches for publishing
projects, to original editions of his games, this volume collects projects from across Munari's
career, many of them previously unpublished. From the Bauhaus to Piaget's psychological
theories, Munari assimilated many visual and conceptual trends of the twentieth century,
reproposing them in new, highly creative and playful ways. Featuring more than 500 images,
this volume contains essays, an interview and a bibliography of the most important publications
on Munari's works.
Objects are all around us – and images of objects, advertisements for objects. Things are no
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longer merely purely physical or economic entities: within the visual economy of advertising,
they are inescapably moral. Any object, regardless of its nature, can for at least a moment
aspire to be “good,” can become not just an object of value but a complex of possible
happiness, a moral source of perfection for any one of us. Our relation to things, Coccia,
argues in this provocative book, is what makes us human, and the object world must be
conceived as an ultimate artifact in order for it to be the site of what the philosophical tradition
has considered "the good." Thinking a radical political praxis against a facile materialist critique
of things, Coccia shows how objects become the medium through which a city enunciates its
ethos, making available an ethical life to those who live among them. When we acknowledge
that our notion of “the good” resides within a world of things, we must grant that in advertising,
humans have revealed themselves as organisms that are ethically inseparable from the very
things they produce, exchange, and desire. In the advertising imaginary, to be human is to be
a moral cyborgs whose existence attains ethical perfection only via the universe of things. The
necessary alienation which commodities cause and express is moral rather than economic or
social; we need our own products not just to survive biologically or to improve the physical
conditions of our existence, but to live morally. Ultimately, Coccia’s provocative book offers a
radically political rethinking of the power of images. The problem of contemporary politics is not
the anesthetization of words but the excess power we invest in them. Within images, we
already live in another form of political life, which has very little to do with the one invented and
formalized by the ancient and modern legal tradition. All we need to do is to recognize it.
Advertising and fashion are just the primitive, sometimes grotesque, but ultimately irrepressible
prefiguration of the new politics to come.
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"The story of Italian design, told through works selected from the collection of the museum of
modern art, New York."--Cubierta posterior.
El autor analiza el universo del software evitando el enfoque tecnocrático, para adoptar una
perspectiva que incluya sus dimensiones filosóficas, estéticas, científicas, lingüísticas y
políticas, implícitas en su constitución y funcionamiento. Reconoce que vivimos una
decadencia de los modelos consagrados de la modernidad, que transformará el desarrollo
económico, social y cultural de la sociedad.
After more than eight years of intensive research this is the
The dematerialization of contemporary artworks is only apparent. They highlight their link with
contract and a character proper to the artworks of all times and types: a document dimension.
As a consequence, this is not a break with traditional art.
Beginning with an "Ant on an Apple," illustrations, simple text, and a pesky fly who will not stay
on his page introduce the letters of the alphabet.
Artwork by Bruno Munari.
The Handbook of International Futurism is the first reference work ever to presents in a
comparative fashion all media and countries in which the movement, initiated by F.T. Marinetti
in 1909, exercised a particularly noteworthy influence. The handbook offers a synthesis of the
state of scholarship regarding the international radiation of Futurism and its influence in some
fifteen artistic disciplines and thirty-eight countries. While acknowledging the great
achievements of the movement in the visual and literary arts of Italy and Russia, it treats
Futurism as an international, multidisciplinary phenomenon that left a lasting mark on the
manifold artistic manifestations of the early twentieth-century avant-garde. Hundreds of artists,
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who in some phase in their career absorbed Futurist ideas and stylistic devices, are presented
in the context of their national traditions, their international connections and the media in which
they were predominantly active. The handbook acts as a kind of multi-disciplinary,
geographical encyclopaedia of Futurism and gives scholars with varying levels of experience a
detailed overview of all countries and disciplines in which the movement had a major impact.
Bruno Munari was one of the most important and eclectic twentieth-century European artists,
pioneering what would later be labelled kinetic art. Through original archival research and
illuminating comparisons with other artists and movements, both within and outside Italy, this
volume offers a unique analysis of Munari's seven-decade-long career.
The editor has gathered together a body of writing in the emerging field of design studies. The
contributors argue in different ways for a rethinking of design in the light of its cultural
significance and its powerful position in today's society. The collection begins with a discussion
of the various expressions of opposition to the modernists' purist approach toward design.
Drawing on postmodernist theory and other critical strategies, the writers examine the relations
among design, technology, and social organization to show how design has become a
complex and multidisciplinary activity. The second section provides examples of new methods
of interpreting and analysing design, ranging from rhetoric and semiotics to phenomenology,
demonstrating how meaning is created visually. A final section related to design history shifts
its emphasis to ideological frameworks such as capitalism and patriarchy that establish
boundaries for the production and use of design.
One of the greatest graphic designers of the twentieth century—called by Picasso "the
Leonardo of our time"—Italian artist and designer Bruno Munari (1907–1998) considered the
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book the best medium to communicate his visual ideas, showcase his art, and convey his
creative spirit. Primarily produced in large quantities for the general public, his more-than-sixty
publications—from design manuals and manifestos to visionary tactile children's
books—displayed all the beauty and technical ingenuity of works of art. Munari's Books, the first
English-language monograph to focus on his remarkable achievements in publishing,
examines in detail his seventy-year legacy in print, from his pioneering work as a graphic
designer and collaborations with major publishers to his experimental visual projects and
innovative contributions to the fields of painting, sculpture, design, photography, and teaching.
Featuring critical essays and a wealth of color illustrations, this long-overdue monograph is a
visually rich introduction to Munari's remarkably multifaceted career.
This volume, Futurism and the Technological Imagination, results from a conference of the
International Society for the Study of European Ideas in Helsinki. It contains a number of rewritten conference contributions as well as several specially commissioned essays that
address various aspects of the Futurists' relationship to technology both on an ideological level
and with regard to their artistic languages.In the early twentieth century, many art movements
vied with each other to overhaul the aesthetic and ideological foundations of arts and literature
and to make them suitable vehicles of expression in the new Era of the Machine. Some of the
most remarkable examples came from the Futurist movement, founded in 1909 by Filippo
Tommaso Marinetti.By addressing the full spectrum of Futurist attitudes to science and the
machine world, this collection of 14 essays offers a multifaceted account of the complex and
often contradictory features of the Futurist technological imagination. The volume will appeal to
anybody interested in the history of modern culture, art and literature.
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Covers the history of Italian lighting designs and designers from 1945 to 2000.
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